


CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

Progress! 
  
Thanks to new and old volunteers, we seem to be 
getting together a good programme of Field Trips, and 
the Rambles are recovering from the disruptions caused 
by un-Qatari weather. The Ras Al Khaimah trip was a 
success and more such should be arranged soon, as also 
will the Eid at Fitr trip to somewhere nice and 
exotic. Watch your emails for further details. 
  
Talks are going well, too, with a very informative 
illustrated talk from Dr Drew Gardner last week, (thanks 
to Rayyan Mineral Water Company for flying him from 
Abu Dhabi!), and expectations of something equally fascinating from canoeist Mark 
Evans next month.

We should have a social dhow trip in May, and before that a visit by Dubai Natural 
History group will be an excuse to have a social evening on dry land plus two field 
trips over the weekend of 13-14 April. Please see below for details. 
  
Enjoy!
  
Leslie Butler 

IMPORTANT DATES

March 30: Field Trip, Qatar Beaches, Intertidal Ecology
April 4:  QNHG April Meeting;  Speaker: Mark Evans 
April 13: Field Trip to Inland Sea (With Dubai Natural History Group)

April 14: Field Trip to North and Western Qatar (With Dubai Natural History Group)

Buffet Dinner Social with DNHG

QNG MEETINGS

April 4: Mark Evans – British Adventurer

In April, British adventurer Mark Evans 
plans to come to Qatar from Oman to 
kayak around the entire coastline, in what 
will be a highly-publicised enterprise 
attracting international media coverage. 
He has already kayaked the 1700 km 
coastline of Oman. A professional 
speaker, Mark has generously promised to 
give a talk to the QNHG on his 
experiences,. It may also be possible for 
members to visit Mark at his overnight 
coastal camps during his time in Qatar. 



Members who would like to 'meet' our speaker for April before he arrives in Qatar should 
take a look at this video clip  http://www.ameinfo.com/51795.html where Mark talks about 
the kayak trip he made recently around the coastline of Oman.

February Meeting: Qatari architecture, Ibrahim Jaidah 

The presentation on the changing styles of Qatari architecture over the last sixty years, 
given by leading Qatari architect Ibrahim Jaidah in February, was well attended and 
attracted many new members, with a high proportion of architects among them! A 
lively and entertaining speaker, Ibrahim illustrated his talk with many photographs of 
architectural features ranging from the simple houses of natural materials from the 
pre-oil era, through the vogue for glass tiles and pastel-coloured plaster walls of the 
1970s to the sky scrapers of 21st century Doha. In his own architecture he incorporates 
into a contemporary setting such traditional features as wind-towers and carved 
gypsum screens. 

March Meeting: The Jebel Akhdar Mountains, Dr. Drew Gardner

Dr. Drew Gardner made an excellent and 
informative presentation on the natural 
history of Jebel Akhdar at the March 7th

meeting.  The talk discussed life in the Jebel 
Akhdar mountains aka “Green Mountains”in 
Oman and the way of life of the people who 
inhabit this region.  

Jebel Akhdar is the highest section of the Al 
Hajar mountain range in Oman and its stark 
beauty offers a variety of habitats to plants 

and animals, some of which are found only in these mountains.  Dr. Gardner offered 
insights into his study of Juniper trees which are found at the higher elevations of this 
mountainous area.  These have been found to be suffering from the effects of global 
warming and are dying off at the lower elevations.

Dr. Gardner offered tips on exploring the Jebel Akhdar region and will no doubt be 
useful for QNHG members who will be travelling to Oman over Spring Break.



We wish to sincerely thank Khalid 
Al Rabban, the Managing Director of  
Rayyan Mineral Water Company for 

sponsoring Dr. Gardner’s trip to 
Doha.  Please support this company 

by buying their product.

QNHG RAMBLERS

Rambles are normally held every two weeks. They are Friday 
morning outings and usually we are back in Doha before 

midday. We go for a walk around places near to Doha to get some 
fresh air after a week at work and have a good chit chat! 

March 23rd Ramble

There will not be a Ramble on 23rd March as there are plans to 
have a field trip on that date.  More info will be forwarded to 
you soon about the next Ramble.

Please contact June at qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk if you would can lead a ramble She 
needs volunteers to help carry on this community activity.

QATAR UNIVERSITY RAMBLE

Our Chairman Leslie Butler led a group of 
members on a walk around Qatar University on  
March 6.   He wrote that the flowers, both wild 
and cultivated, were out and scenting sweetly; 
the bushes were green and the shady trees were 
full of birds that were singing just like they're 
supposed to, with no traffic noise to compete 
with. There were butterflies, and the University 
had kindly kept some of the fountains switched 
on. Thanks to those members who attended.

NEW BOOK ON THE EMIRATES GEOLOGY

A new book titled 'Natural Emirates which is a well-illustrated, up-to-date account of 
UAE geology and wild life, is presently on sale at the reduced price of QR37 at Jarir 
book store. It's in the Arabia section, not amongst the other special offers.  You may 
wish to check out this publication.

Painted Lady Butterfly
Photo by Dr. Drew Gardener



QNHG TRAVEL CORNER

RAS AL KHAIMAH, UAE TRIP

Ten QNHG members recently returned 
from a weekend Natural History trip to 
Ras Al Khaimah, UAE where they had 
a wonderful time visiting the sights of 
this interesting region.  

The group visited architectural sites in the 
area as well as Khatt Springs, Al Deeb Farm, 
the Old Souk, mangroves and still had time 
for some shopping in Dubai.  A good time 
was had by all.   Thanks to David Paul for 
making the tour arrangements. 

OCTOBER EID AL FATIR TRIP

David Paul, our Trips Coordinator has started making preparations for overseas trips 
during the October 2007 Eid Al Fatir.  Currently he is evaluating trips to Yemen, 
Jordan and Bhutan.  Below are the tentative itineraries developed by David for these 
trips.  

1. Yemen  (Draft Itinerary)

Depending on the minimum number of participants a 7 nights package with the following 
program could cost around QAR4700.00 including air fare, taxes and based on 5 star hotels 
on half board basis sharing double. 4 or 3 star hotels could get the cost down by roughly 10 -
20%.

Day1 Arr with Qatar Airways at noon time, 
transfer to the hotel, evening 
sightseeing of old souq of Sanaa, 
dinner and o/n Sanaa

Day2.   Full day Sanaa sightseeing with 
museum visit, Dinner at the hotel, o/n

Day3.    Dep to Taiz extn to Radaa, visit Al 
Amaria School and proceed to Taiz 
via Damt, Jibla n Ibb, dinner n o/n 
Sofitel Hotel, 5 star in Taiz



Day4.   Full day Taiz sightseeing, extn to the top of Jabel Saber, visit A l Sharafia mosque, 
dinner o/n Taiz

Day5.   Return to Sanaa, extn to Zafar & Bayt al Ashwal, dinner o/n Sanaa
Day6.   Exc to Manakha, Al Hajarah, Bayt al Amir, Husn al Haimy, Jumah, dinner o/n Sanaa
Day7.   Exc to Wadi Dhahar, attending wedding festival (only on Fridays), proceed to Thula, 

Hababa, Shibam, Kawkaban, Zakati, Bukur, dinner o/n Sanaa
Day8.   Morning free, afternoon transfer to the airport for Dep.

2. Jordan (Draft Itinerary)

A standard 6 nights package is given below: Here we could base our costing on 4 star hotels 
and the cost would be around QAR3700.00 (bed & breakfast).

Day 1: Arrival at Queen Alia International Airport, Meet & assist through customs & 
formalities transfer for a City tour of Amman (2-3 hours). Overnight at Amman Hotel 

Day 2: After breakfast, transfer to visit Jerash (A Local English-speaking guide would be 
available on side) & Um Qais. After the tour, head back to Amman for overnight at the 
hotel in Amman. 

Day 3: After breakfast, transfer to Petra 
visiting en route Madaba, Mt Nebo 
& Kerak. Overnight in Petra Hotel. 

Day 4: After breakfast, a full days visit of 
Petra including the 800-meters 
horse ride (5-hour English-speaking 
guide available on site). Overnight 
in Petra Hotel. 

Day 5: After breakfast, guests would be 
transferred to Wa di Rum for 1.5-
hour Bedouin jeep ride inside Wadi 
Rum. Proceed to Amman via desert way for Overnight at Amman Hotel. 

Day 6: After breakfast, transfer for a H/D visit of the Desert Castles (Amra, Azraq, 
Kharraneh). Back to Amman for Overnight at Amman Hotel. 

Day 7: Transfer to Dead Sea Spa for a swim (2 hours); proceed to Queen Alia 
International Airport for departure with full assistance..

3. Bhutan (Draft Itinerary)

This is a new possibility but certainly 
an expensive one. I am reproducing 
below, a standard itinerary being offered 
by the Bhutan National carrier, Druk 
Air. The general practice in Bhutan is to 
charge USD200.00 to USD250.00 per 
day all inclusive. I am not very 
confident, but we may be able to 
negotiate this once we have some 
definite numbers to back up. Based on 
this a package could cost around 
QAR7400.00 including air fare and 
taxes.



DAY PLACE TIME SIGHTSEEING/PLACES

01 PARO PM Arrive at Paro. Transfer to Hotel O/N Hotel

02 PARO HALT
AM
PM

Visit the Drugyal Dzong. On the way, view the Mount Jumolhari which is 
the only mountain covered with snow peak throughout the year and kichu 
lhakhang on the way. Visit National Musuem. If time permits visit/hike to 
Taktsang monastery. O/N Hotel 

03 PARO- THIMPHU 
AM
PM

After breakfast proceed to Thimphu. En route visit Simtokha Dzong (the 
first Dzong), School of Arts and Crafts (fomer Painting School-2-4p.m.) , 
Zangthopelri Lhakhang, Handicrafts emporium and Tashichodzong. O/N 
Hotel 

04 THIMPLHU HALT

AM

PM

View of Thimphu from BBS Tower, Mini Zoo, Anim Dratshang (nunnery), 
National Library and Paper factory, Memorial Chorten. 
Afternoon at leisure in the town.
O/N Hotel 

05
THIMPHU-
PUNAKHA

AM

PM

Depart for Punakha with sightseeing at Dochula pass (alt 3150m).Visit 
Punakha Dzong and stroll in the Punakha town or take a stroll to 
Khuruthang High School.
O/N Hotel 

06 PUNAKHA- PARO 
AM
PM

Transfer to Paro via Wangdiphodrang.
Stroll in Paro town. O/N Hotel 

07 DEPART AM DEPART

David has also mentioned possible trips to Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Laos, Tibet and 
Vietnam.  With the exception of Sri Lanka these other locations would be more 
expensive than those listed above.

If you have any interest in the itineraries shown above, please send your feedback to David 
Paul at 455-8761, 559-9701 or at David’s e-mail address david.paul@mannai.com.qa.

VISIT BY DUBAI NATURAL HISTORY GROUP

We will be hosting a trip by the Dubai Natural History group on April 
13 and 14.  We will be taking them to the Inland Sea on 
April 13th and to other scenic sites around Qatar on the 
14th.  We will be needing volunteers to help transport the 
group around and would appreciate your support.

A buffet dinner has been booked at Garveys’ restaurant 
(The Glass House) for the evening of Friday 13 
April. This will be a good opportunity for the QNHG and 
DNHG members to socialize together.  More details as 
we get closer to the date.

     



Friday February 23rd Desert Rose Field Trip

32 vehicles filled with happy diggers 
made the long pilgrimage off-road to 
the stretch of sabkha near Dukhan 
where the QNHG has been excavating 
sand roses since time immemorial. 
Luckily they are a renewable resource, 
with calcium sulphate crystals bonding 
with sand grains in a wet, saline 
environment to form the almost 
miraculous 'petals'. 

Before long the scene resembled the 
pock-marked surface of the moon, 

with heads appearing here and there above the rims of ever deepening holes. After 
lunch, when everyone had found as many roses as they wanted, the group went on to 
see the ruins of an old fort, reputed to be the former home of a gang of robbers, 
perched atop a fossil-bearing limestone plateau and surrounded by the natural 
vegetation which has sprung up following the recent rains.

Discovering Qatar

Written by Frances Gillespie, a former chairman and current 
committee member of the QNHG who has lived in Qatar for 
over 20 years, Discovering Qatar covers the topography,
geology, history, traditional culture and natural history of 
this country. The book is based on a series of features 
published by Fran in the Gulf Times daily newspaper over 
the last decade, and is illustrated with over 200 photographs, 
most of them in colour. It includes a map with the locations 
mentioned in the text. Some of the photos of the nomadic 
bedouin of Qatar, taken in 1959, have never before been 



Striped Hawkmoth Catepillar
Picture by David & Fran Gillespie

published, and there are pictures of fauna and flora taken by some of the foremost 
natural history photographers in the Gulf region.

Signed copies of the book, which was published in December 2006, will be on sale at 
QNHG meetings and is also available from bookshops throughout Doha.

PHOENIX

If you reserved a copy of Phoenix, the annual magazine of the Arabian Breeding 
Birds Atlas, please either claim it from Fran Gillespie at the March meeting or email 
her for a map of her villa location and arrange to pick it up. Please note that it is a 
magazine, not a book or an atlas. Fran's email address is on your newsletter.

FIELD TRIP – MARCH 30 – QATAR BEACHES – INTERTIDAL ECOLOGY

Please keep Friday March 30th open for a field trip to Qatar Beaches to discuss 
Intertidal Ecology.  More information on meeting details will be sent out soon in a 
separate message.

HAWKMOTH CATERPILLAR

David and I photographed this Striped 
Hawkmoth caterpillar [Hyles 
livornica] feeding on the leaves of a 
mallow plant [Malva parviflora] beside 
the old fort recently visited on the 'desert 
roses' field trip. The picture was actually 
taken on 9 February when we were 
doing the recce for the trip. 

Hawkmoth caterpillars are easy to identify as 
they all carry the typical 'horn', but distinguishing between the species is not always 
so simple.Striped Hawkmoth caterpillars change greatly in appearance as they grow, 
varying from an unmarked lime green in their newly hatched stage to almost black 
with bright yellow stripes in a later stage of development. It is the first time we have 
seen these caterpillars for some years, and their appearance in considerable numbers 
is due to the heavy rains of last winter and the winter before. The pupae of Hyles
hawkmoth caterpillars may remain in 'diapause' for several years until heavy rain 
stimulates them to complete their metmorphosis. Adults can all emerge at around the 
same time from pupae which have remained in diapause for different durations, even 
several years. This adaptation has the advantage of ensuring that the maximum 
number of adults all mate and lay their eggs at the same time, and the resulting 
caterpillars are able to take advantage of the plentiful vegetation which has followed 
the rain fall.   (Our thanks to Fran Gillespie for contributing this article)



Qatar Geological Society, Notice of March 2007 meeting.

A new geological society has been formed in Doha and had the 
first meeting on February 25th. The second meeting will be on 
March 20th and meeting details are found below. QGS and/or 
AAPG membership is not a requirement to attend. All 
geoscientists and interested people are welcome. Please let Phil 
Lawry the secretary know that you will come .

Date and time; 1500 hours 20 March 2007 (third Tuesday in the month) 
Venue;    Ibn Khaldoon Hall Qatar University (map will be available on QGS 

webpage soon) 
Speaker;           Organiser - Philip Lawry 
Topic;              Panel discussion on Global Warming followed by viewing An 

Inconvenient Truth on DVD.
More details;    http://www.qgeosoc.com/default.htm

The precise format and panel membership is yet to be announced; but the organiser 
(Philip Lawry - plawry@qatargas.com.qa) is looking for volunteers who are able to 
represent the case Man Is Primarily Responsible for Global Warning. Panel will 
present the AAPG Climate Change card, together with sea level and CO2 graphs 
through geological time.

QGS advises members the meeting will be longer than usual largely because the DVD 
is 96 minutes. Members are welcome to participate in the panel discussion but take 
the opportunity to leave before the DVD screens.

This is Amazon.com’s Editorial Review of An Inconvenient Truth. 

With the fate of our planet arguably hanging in the balance, An Inconvenient Truth 
may prove to be one of the most important and prescient documentaries of all time. As 
he jokingly refers to himself, "former President-elect" Al Gore felt an urgent personal 
calling to draw attention--as he had been doing throughout his political career--to the 
increasingly desperate crisis of global warming, and this riveting documentary is 
basically a filmed version (by respected TV director Davis Guggenheim) of the 
PowerPoint lecture that Gore has presented (by his own estimate, well over 1,000 
times) to attentive audiences all over the world. Considering Gore's amiable, low-key 
approach to charts, graphs, statistics, and photographs that leave no room for doubt 
regarding the reality (not "theory") of global warming as Earth's ultimate 
environmental crisis, many viewers will be surprised by just how fascinating and 
convincing this no-frills film really is. 

As we learn about the milestone events that shaped his character (including his sister's 
death and young son's near-fatal injuries after being struck by a car), Gore sheds the 
stiff demeanor of his 2000 presidential campaign and impresses us as a man with a 
mission, transcending partisan politics with an impassioned plea for common sense, 
ethical forthrightness, and passionate purpose in reversing the harmful effects of 
global warming through personal and political responsibility. Some may accuse Gore 
of exploiting global warming as a Democratic platform, but his honest conviction 
regarding this "inconvenient truth" (i.e. overwhelming evidence of global warming 
that's troublesome to those whose interests are threatened by Gore's irrefutable 



message) is likely to silence all but the most obtusely stubborn detractors. By taking 
the high road and discreetly avoiding a full-on assault against the George W. Bush 
administration (which has steadfastly avoided "the inconvenient truth" with 
obfuscating spin control and policies favoring the oil industry), Gore effectively rises 
above political differences with a stern but hopeful eye toward a better future for our 
children.--Jeff Shannon 

Reference http://www.amazon.com/Inconvenient-Truth-Al-
Gore/dp/B000ICL3KG/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/103-4830615-
4577463?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1173609164&sr=8-1

MEETINGS

Meetings take place between October and June, usually on the first Wednesday of 
the month. They are held at 7.30 pm in the gymnasium of the Doha English 
Speaking School. [See location map.] An illustrated talk follows the announcements, 
and there is a small lending library of books available to members.  However, the 
Asian Games may prevent us from running a normal programme until the New Year. 
See the Lecture Program below and look out for further announcements.



QNHG CONTACT INFORMATION

Chairman Leslie Butler lesliebutlerinqatar@yahoo.co.uk

Membership Susan Crawford Susanc2003@hotmail.com

Meeting Coordinator Carla Thompson carlajt2@yahoo.com

Rambler Trip Coordinator June Arber qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk

Overseas Trips Coordinator David Paul david.paul@mannai.com.qa

Social Coordinator Nina

Yogini Ismail

nina.h.jensen@gmail.com

i_yogini@hotmail.com

Newsletter Ed and Paula Hoeppner ewhoeppner@hotmail.com

Field Trips Coordinator Renee Hughes hobal_2@hotmail.com

Treasurer Ian French ian.french@qatarpower.net

PR Media Fran Gillespie gillespi@qatar.net.qa

Library Mark Murase murase@qp.com.qa

Please contact the personnel above should you have a question regarding the QNHG.

HAVE A GREAT AND FUN MONTH!





CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE



Progress! 

   


Th anks to new and old volunteers, we seem to be getting together a good programme of Field Trips, and the Rambles are recovering from the disruptions caused by un-Qatari weather. The Ras Al Khaimah trip was a success and more such should be arranged soon, as also will the Eid at Fitr trip to somewhere nice and exotic.  Watch your emails for further details. 

   


Talks are going well, too, with a very informative illustrated talk from Dr Drew Gardner last week, (thanks to Rayyan Mineral Water Company for flying him from Abu Dhabi!), and expectations of something equally fascinating from canoeist Mark Evans next month.

  


We should have a social dhow trip in May, and before that a visit by Dubai Natural History group will be an excuse to have a social evening on dry land plus two field trips over the weekend of 13-14 April. Please see below for details. 


   


Enjoy!

   


Leslie Butler 

IMPORTANT DATES

March 30:
Field Trip, Qatar Beaches, Intertidal Ecology


April 4:  
QNHG April Meeting;  Speaker: Mark Evans 

April 13:
Field Trip to Inland Sea (With Dubai Natural History Group)

April 14:
Field Trip to North and Western Qatar (With Dubai Natural History Group)



Buffet Dinner Social with DNHG


QNG MEETINGS

April 4: Mark Evans – British Adventurer

In April, British adventurer Mark Evans plans to come to Qatar from Oman to kayak around the entire coastline, in what will be a highly-publicised enterprise attracting international media coverage. He has already kayaked the 1700 km coastline of Oman. A professional speaker, Mark has generously promised to give a talk to the QNHG on his experiences,. It may also be possible for members to visit Mark at his overnight coastal camps during his time in Qatar. 


Members who would  like to 'meet' our speaker for April before he arrives in Qatar should take a look at this video clip   http://www.ameinfo.com/51795.html where Mark talks about the kayak trip he made recently around the coastline of Oman.


February Meeting: Qatari architecture, Ibrahim Jaidah 


The presentation on the changing styles of Qatari architecture over the last sixty years, given by leading Qatari architect Ibrahim Jaidah in February, was well attended and attracted many new members, with a high proportion of architects among them! A lively and entertaining speaker, Ibrahim illustrated his talk with many photographs of architectural features ranging from the simple houses of natural materials from the pre-oil era, through the vogue for glass tiles and pastel-coloured plaster walls of the 1970s to the sky scrapers of 21st century Doha. In his own architecture he incorporates into a contemporary setting such traditional features as wind-towers and carved gypsum screens. 


March Meeting: The Jebel Akhdar Mountains, Dr. Drew Gardner


Dr. Drew Gardner made an excellent and informative presentation on the natural history of Jebel Akhdar at the March 7th meeting.  The talk discussed life in the Jebel Akhdar mountains aka “Green Mountains”in Oman and the way of life of the people who inhabit this region.  


Jebel Akhdar is the highest section of the Al Hajar mountain range in Oman and its stark beauty offers a variety of habitats to plants and animals, some of which are found only in these mountains.  Dr. Gardner offered insights into his study of Juniper trees which are found at the higher elevations of this mountainous area.  These have been found to be suffering from the effects of global warming and are dying off at the lower elevations.


Dr. Gardner offered tips on exploring the Jebel Akhdar region and will no doubt be useful for QNHG members who will be travelling to Oman over Spring Break.






QNHG RAMBLERS

Ra mbles are normally held every two weeks.  They are Friday morning outings and usually we are back in Doha before midday.  We go for a walk around places near to Doha to get some fresh air after a week at work and have a good chit chat! 

March 23rd Ramble


There will not be a Ramble on 23rd March as there are plans to have a field trip on that date.  More info will be forwarded to you soon about the next Ramble.

 
Please contact June at qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk if you would can lead a ramble She needs volunteers to help carry on this community activity.

QATAR UNIVERSITY RAMBLE


Our Chairman Leslie Butler led a group of members on a walk around Qatar University on  March 6.   He wrote that the flowers, both wild and cultivated, were out and scenting sweetly; the bushes were green and the shady trees were full of birds that were singing just like they're supposed to, with no traffic noise to compete with. There were butterflies, and the University had kindly kept some of the fountains switched on. Thanks to those members who attended. 


NEW BOOK ON THE EMIRATES GEOLOGY

A new book titled 'Natural Emirates which is a well-illustrated, up-to-date account of UAE geology and wild life, is presently on sale at the reduced price of QR37 at Jarir book store. It's in the Arabia section, not amongst the other special offers.  You may wish to check out this publication.

QNHG TRAVEL CORNER


RAS AL KHAIMAH, UAE TRIP



Ten QNHG members recently returned from a weekend Natural History trip to Ras Al Khaimah, UAE where they had a wonderful time visiting the sights of this interesting region.  



The group visited architectural sites in the area as well as Khatt Springs, Al Deeb Farm, the Old Souk, mangroves and still had time for some shopping in Dubai.  A good time was had by all.   Thanks to David Paul for making the tour arrangements. 


OCTOBER EID AL FATIR TRIP

David Paul, our Trips Coordinator has started making preparations for overseas trips during the October 2007 Eid Al Fatir.  Currently he is evaluating trips to Yemen, Jordan and Bhutan.  Below are the tentative itineraries developed by David for these trips.  


1. Yemen  (Draft Itinerary)

 

Depending on the minimum number of participants a 7 nights package  with the following program could cost around QAR4700.00 including air fare, taxes and based on 5 star hotels on half board  basis sharing double. 4 or 3 star hotels could get the cost down by roughly 10 - 20%.

 

Day1
Arr with Qatar Airways at noon time, transfer to the hotel, evening sightseeing of old souq of Sanaa, dinner and o/n Sanaa

Day2.    Full day Sanaa sightseeing with museum visit, Dinner at the hotel, o/n

Day3.    Dep to Taiz extn to Radaa, visit Al Amaria School and proceed to Taiz  via Damt,  Jibla n Ibb, dinner n o/n Sofitel Hotel, 5 star in Taiz

Day4.    Full day Taiz sightseeing, extn to the top of Jabel Saber, visit A  l Sharafia mosque, dinner o/n Taiz

Day5.    Return to Sanaa, extn to Zafar & Bayt al Ashwal, dinner o/n Sanaa

Day6.    Exc to Manakha, Al Hajarah, Bayt al Amir, Husn al Haimy, Jumah, dinner o/n Sanaa

Day7.    Exc to Wadi Dhahar, attending wedding festival (only on Fridays), proceed to Thula, Hababa, Shibam, Kawkaban, Zakati, Bukur, dinner o/n Sanaa

Day8.    Morning free, afternoon transfer to the airport for Dep.

 

2. Jordan (Draft Itinerary)

 

A standard 6 nights package is given below: Here we could base our costing on 4 star hotels and the cost would be around QAR3700.00 (bed & breakfast).

 

Day 1: 
Arrival at Queen Alia International Airport, Meet & assist through customs & formalities transfer for a City tour of Amman (2-3 hours). Overnight at Amman Hotel 

Day 2: 
After breakfast, transfer to visit Jerash (A Local English-speaking guide would be available on side) & Um Qais. After the tour, head back to Amman for overnight at the hotel in Amman. 

Day 3: 
After breakfast, transfer to Petra visiting en route Madaba, Mt Nebo & Kerak. Overnight in Petra Hotel. 

Day 4: 
After breakfast, a full days visit of Petra including the 800-meters horse ride (5-hour English-speaking guide available on site). Overnight in Petra Hotel. 

Day 5: 
After breakfast, guests would be transferred to Wa  di Rum for 1.5-hour Bedouin jeep ride inside Wadi Rum. Proceed to Amman via desert way for Overnight at Amman Hotel. 

Day 6: 
After breakfast, transfer for a H/D visit of the Desert Castles (Amra, Azraq, Kharraneh). Back to Amman for Overnight at Amman Hotel. 

Day 7: 
Transfer to Dead Sea Spa for a swim (2 hours); proceed to Queen Alia International Airport for departure with full assistance..

 

 


3. Bhutan (Draft Itinerary)

 


This is a  new possibility but certainly an expensive one. I am reproducing below, a standard itinerary being offered by the Bhutan National carrier, Druk Air. The general practice in Bhutan is to charge USD200.00 to USD250.00 per day all inclusive. I am not very confident, but we may be able to negotiate this once we have some definite numbers to back up. Based on this a package could cost around QAR7400.00 including air fare and taxes.

		DAY

		PLACE

		TIME

		SIGHTSEEING/PLACES



		01

		PARO

		PM

		Arrive at Paro. Transfer to Hotel O/N Hotel



		02

		PARO HALT

		AM

PM

		Visit the Drugyal Dzong. On the way, view the Mount Jumolhari which is the only mountain covered with snow peak throughout the year and kichu lhakhang on the way. Visit National Musuem. If time permits visit/hike to Taktsang monastery. O/N Hotel 



		03

		PARO- THIMPHU 

		AM

PM

		After breakfast proceed to Thimphu. En route visit Simtokha Dzong (the first Dzong), School of Arts and Crafts (fomer Painting School-2-4p.m.) , Zangthopelri Lhakhang, Handicrafts emporium and Tashichodzong. O/N Hotel 



		04

		THIMPLHU HALT

		AM


PM

		View of Thimphu from BBS Tower, Mini Zoo, Anim Dratshang (nunnery), National Library and Paper factory, Memorial Chorten. 
Afternoon at leisure in the town.
O/N Hotel 



		05

		THIMPHU- PUNAKHA

		AM

PM

		Depart for Punakha with sightseeing at Dochula pass (alt 3150m).Visit Punakha Dzong and stroll in the Punakha town or take a stroll to Khuruthang High School.
O/N Hotel 



		06

		PUNAKHA- PARO 

		AM
PM

		Transfer to Paro via Wangdiphodrang.
Stroll in Paro town. O/N Hotel 



		07

		DEPART

		AM

		DEPART





 

David has also mentioned possible trips to Cambodia, Sri Lanka, Laos, Tibet and Vietnam.  With the exception of Sri Lanka these other locations would be more expensive than those listed above.

If you have any interest in the itineraries shown above, please send your feedback to David Paul at 455-8761, 559-9701 or at David’s e-mail address david.paul@mannai.com.qa.

VISIT BY DUBAI NATURAL HISTORY GROUP

 We will be hosting a trip by the Dubai Natural History group on April 13 and 14.  We will be taking them to the Inland Sea on April 13th and to other scenic sites around Qatar on the 14th.  We will be needing volunteers to help transport the group around and would appreciate your support.


A buffet dinner has been booked at Garveys’ restaurant (The Glass House) for the evening of Friday 13 April.  This will be a good opportunity for the QNHG and DNHG members to socialize together.  More details as we get closer to the date.

Friday February 23rd Desert Rose Field Trip




32 vehicles filled with happy diggers made the long pilgrimage off-road to the stretch of sabkha near Dukhan where the QNHG has been excavating sand roses since time immemorial. Luckily they are a renewable resource, with calcium sulphate crystals bonding with sand grains in a wet, saline environment to form the almost miraculous 'petals'. 

Before long the scene resembled the pock-marked surface of the moon, with heads appearing here and there above the rims of ever deepening holes. After lunch, when everyone had found as many roses as they wanted, the group went on to see the ruins of an old fort, reputed to be the former home of a gang of robbers, perched atop a fossil-bearing limestone plateau and surrounded by the natural vegetation which has sprung up following the recent rains.




Discovering Qatar



Written by Frances Gillespie, a former chairman and current committee member of the QNHG who has lived in Qatar for over 20 years, Discovering Qatar covers the topography, geology, history, traditional culture and natural history of this country. The book is based on a series of features published by Fran in the Gulf Times daily newspaper over the last decade, and is illustrated with over 200 photographs, most of them in colour. It includes a map with the locations mentioned in the text. Some of the photos of the nomadic bedouin of Qatar, taken in 1959, have never before been published, and there are pictures of fauna and flora taken by some of the foremost natural history photographers in the Gulf region.


Signed copies of the book, which was published in December 2006, will be on sale at QNHG meetings and is also available from bookshops throughout Doha.

PHOENIX

If you reserved a copy of Phoenix, the annual magazine of the Arabian Breeding Birds Atlas, please either claim it from Fran Gillespie at the March meeting or email her for a map of her villa location and arrange to pick it up. Please note that it is a magazine, not a book or an atlas. Fran's email address is on your newsletter.


FIELD TRIP – MARCH 30 – QATAR BEACHES – INTERTIDAL ECOLOGY

Please keep Friday March 30th open for a field trip to Qatar Beaches to discuss Intertidal Ecology.  More information on meeting details will be sent out soon in a separate message.



HAWKMOTH CATERPILLAR

 


David and I photographed this Striped Hawkmoth caterpillar [Hyles livornica] feeding on the leaves of a mallow plant [Malva parviflora] beside the old fort recently visited on the 'desert roses' field trip. The picture was actually taken on 9 February when we were doing the recce for the trip. 

Hawkmoth caterpillars are easy to identify as they all carry the typical 'horn', but distinguishing between the species is not always so simple.Striped Hawkmoth caterpillars change greatly in appearance as they grow, varying from an unmarked lime green in their newly hatched stage to almost black with bright yellow stripes in a later stage of development. It is the first time we have seen these caterpillars for some years, and their appearance in considerable numbers is due to the heavy rains of last winter and the winter before. The pupae of Hyles hawkmoth caterpillars may remain in 'diapause' for several years until heavy rain stimulates them to complete their metmorphosis. Adults can all emerge at around the same time from pupae which have remained in diapause for different durations, even several years. This adaptation has the advantage of ensuring that the maximum number of adults all mate and lay their eggs at the same time,  and the resulting caterpillars are able to take advantage of the plentiful vegetation which has followed the rain fall.   (Our thanks to Fran Gillespie for contributing this article)

Qatar Geological Society, Notice of March 2007 meeting.

 


A new geological society has been formed in Doha and had the first meeting on February 25th. The second meeting will be on March 20th and meeting details are found below. QGS and/or AAPG membership is not a requirement to attend. All geoscientists and interested people are welcome. Please let Phil Lawry the secretary know that you will come .


Date and time; 1500 hours 20 March 2007 (third Tuesday in the month) 

Venue;      
Ibn Khaldoon Hall Qatar University (map will be available on QGS webpage soon) 


Speaker;           Organiser - Philip Lawry 


Topic;              Panel discussion on Global Warming followed by viewing An Inconvenient Truth on DVD. 

More details;    http://www.qgeosoc.com/default.htm

 


The precise format and panel membership is yet to be announced; but the organiser (Philip Lawry - plawry@qatargas.com.qa) is looking for volunteers who are able to represent the case Man Is Primarily Responsible for Global Warning. Panel will present the AAPG Climate Change card, together with sea level and CO2 graphs through geological time.


QGS advises members the meeting will be longer than usual largely because the DVD is 96 minutes. Members are welcome to participate in the panel discussion but take the opportunity to leave before the DVD screens.


This is Amazon.com’s Editorial Review of An Inconvenient Truth. 

With the fate of our planet arguably hanging in the balance, An Inconvenient Truth may prove to be one of the most important and prescient documentaries of all time. As he jokingly refers to himself, "former President-elect" Al Gore felt an urgent personal calling to draw attention--as he had been doing throughout his political career--to the increasingly desperate crisis of global warming, and this riveting documentary is basically a filmed version (by respected TV director Davis Guggenheim) of the PowerPoint lecture that Gore has presented (by his own estimate, well over 1,000 times) to attentive audiences all over the world. Considering Gore's amiable, low-key approach to charts, graphs, statistics, and photographs that leave no room for doubt regarding the reality (not "theory") of global warming as Earth's ultimate environmental crisis, many viewers will be surprised by just how fascinating and convincing this no-frills film really is. 


As we learn about the milestone events that shaped his character (including his sister's death and young son's near-fatal injuries after being struck by a car), Gore sheds the stiff demeanor of his 2000 presidential campaign and impresses us as a man with a mission, transcending partisan politics with an impassioned plea for common sense, ethical forthrightness, and passionate purpose in reversing the harmful effects of global warming through personal and political responsibility. Some may accuse Gore of exploiting global warming as a Democratic platform, but his honest conviction regarding this "inconvenient truth" (i.e. overwhelming evidence of global warming that's troublesome to those whose interests are threatened by Gore's irrefutable message) is likely to silence all but the most obtusely stubborn detractors. By taking the high road and discreetly avoiding a full-on assault against the George W. Bush administration (which has steadfastly avoided "the inconvenient truth" with obfuscating spin control and policies favoring the oil industry), Gore effectively rises above political differences with a stern but hopeful eye toward a better future for our children.--Jeff Shannon 


Reference http://www.amazon.com/Inconvenient-Truth-Al-Gore/dp/B000ICL3KG/ref=pd_bbs_sr_1/103-4830615-4577463?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1173609164&sr=8-1 


MEETINGS


Meetings take place between October and June, usually on the first Wednesday of the month. They are held at 7.30 pm in the gymnasium of the Doha English Speaking School. [See location map.] An illustrated talk follows the announcements, and there is a small lending library of books available to members.  However, the Asian Games may prevent us from running a normal programme until the New Year. See the Lecture Program below and look out for further announcements.




QNHG CONTACT INFORMATION


		Chairman

		Leslie Butler

		lesliebutlerinqatar@yahoo.co.uk



		Membership

		Susan Crawford

		Susanc2003@hotmail.com



		Meeting Coordinator

		Carla Thompson

		carlajt2@yahoo.com



		Rambler Trip Coordinator

		June Arber

		qatar_ramblers@yahoo.co.uk



		Overseas Trips Coordinator

		David Paul

		david.paul@mannai.com.qa



		Social Coordinator

		Nina


Yogini Ismail

		nina.h.jensen@gmail.com


i_yogini@hotmail.com



		Newsletter

		Ed and Paula Hoeppner

		ewhoeppner@hotmail.com



		Field Trips Coordinator

		Renee Hughes

		hobal_2@hotmail.com



		Treasurer

		Ian French

		ian.french@qatarpower.net



		PR Media

		Fran Gillespie

		gillespi@qatar.net.qa



		Library

		Mark Murase

		murase@qp.com.qa





Please contact the personnel above should you have a question regarding the QNHG.


HAVE A GREAT AND FUN MONTH!
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We wish to sincerely thank Khalid Al Rabban, the Managing Director of  Rayyan Mineral Water Company for sponsoring Dr. Gardner’s trip to Doha.  Please support this company by buying their product.








Painted Lady Butterfly


Photo by Dr. Drew Gardener





Striped Hawkmoth Catepillar


Picture by David & Fran Gillespie








